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he Golden Rule of the New Testament (Do as you would be done by) is a summing up of 
what everyone, at bottom, had always known to be right. . . . The second thing to get clear 
is that Christianity has not, and does not profess to have, a detailed political programme for 

applying “Do as you would be done by” to a particular society at a particular moment. It could not 
have. It is meant for all men at all times, and the particular programme which suited one place or 
time would not suit another. And, anyhow, that is not how Christianity works. When it tells you 
to feed the hungry it does not give you lessons in cookery. When it tells you to read the Scriptures 
it does not give you lessons in Hebrew and Greek, or even in English grammar. It was never in-
tended to replace or supersede the ordinary human arts and sciences; it is rather a director which 
will set them all to the right jobs, and a source of energy which will give them all new life, if only 
they will put themselves at its disposal. 
 People say, “The Church ought to give us a lead.” That is true if they mean it in the right 
way, but false if they mean it in the wrong way. By the Church they ought to mean the whole body 
of practicing Christians. And when they say that the Church should give us a lead, they ought to 
mean that some Christians—those who happen to have the right talents—should be economists 
and statesmen, and that all economists and statesmen should be Christians, and that their whole 
efforts in politics and economics should be directed to putting “Do as you would be done by” into 
action. If that happened, and if we others were really ready to take it, then we should find the 
Christian solution for our own social problems pretty quickly. But, of course, when they ask for a 
lead from the Church most people mean they want the clergy to put out a political programme. 
That is silly. The clergy are those particular people within the whole Church who have been spe-
cially trained and set aside to look after what concerns us as creatures who are going to live forever: 
and we are asking them to do a quite different job for which they have not been trained. The job is 
really on us, on the laymen. The application of Christian principles, say, to trade unionism and 
education, must come from Christian trade unionists and Christian schoolmasters; just as Chris-
tian literature comes from Christian novelists and dramatists—not from the bench of bishops get-
ting together and trying to write plays and novels in their spare time. 

                                                        
1 Mere Christianity, book 3, chapter 3 (New York: Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc., 1943). 
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